The role of inelastic deformations in the mechanical response of endovascular shape memory alloy devices.
Nickel-titanium alloys are commonly adopted for producing cardiovascular minimally invasive devices such as self-expandable stents, aortic valves and stent-grafts. These devices are subjected to cyclic loads (due to blood pulsatility, leg or heart movements), that can induce fatigue fracture, and may also be subjected to very large deformations (due to crimping procedure, a tortuous physiological path or overloads), that can induce material yield. Recently, the authors developed a new constitutive model that considers inelastic strains due to not-completed reverse phase transformation (not all the stress-induced martensite turns back to austenite) or/and plasticity and their accumulation during cyclic loads. In this article, the model is implemented in the finite element code ABAQUS/Standard and it is used to investigate the effects of inelastic strain accumulation on endovascular nickel-titanium devices. In particular, the behavior of a transcatheter aortic valve is studied considering the following steps: (1) crimping, (2) expansion in a tube resembling a durability test chamber and (3) cyclic loads due to pressure variation applied on the inner surface of the tube. The analyses are performed twice, activating and not activating that part of the new model which describes the development of irreversible strain. From the results, it is interesting to note that plasticity has a very significant effect on the local material response, inducing stress modification from compression to tension. However, permanent deformations are concentrated in few zones of the stent frame and their presence does not affect the global behavior of the device that maintains its capability of recovering the original shape. In conclusion, this work suggests that at least for cardiovascular devices where the crimping is high (local strain may reach values of 8%-9%), taking into account inelastic effects due to plasticity and not-completed reverse phase transformation can be important, and hence using a suitable constitutive model is recommended.